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Why do keyword research

If you want people to find your website in the search engines 
(Google, Bing, Yahoo!, etc.), which are by far the greatest 
source of traffic on the Internet, keyword research is key. If you 
fail to do proper keyword research, you could leave A LOT of 
traffic on the table, or even target the wrong audience.

You can write great content... If no one can find it, it’s just con-
tent. Do you really want to put all the time and/or money you 
put into this great content to waste? Not really, and that’s why 
keyword research is essential. Whatever business you are in, it 
should be one of the very first things you do.

If you think you should just do some keyword research, think 
again. What you need to do is proper keyword research, which 
means that you not only need to find some keywords, but the 
right keywords. In other words, not any keywords, but the key-
words your target audience searches for.

In other words, you don’t necessarily want to select the key-
words that are searched the most. Ranking high for these 
keywords would be great, but they might be too competitive, 
and probably too generic (not targeted enough). Instead, you 
should search for other types of keywords, like:

Buyer keywords - the keywords people search before making 
a purchase... For example, you don’t necessarily want to rank 
high for “iPhone 6”, which would be great, but quite hard, and 
a lot of the traffic wouldn’t be targeted. Instead, you should 
search for buyer keywords... What keywords the people who 
are interested in buying the iPhone 6 search for? Like “buy iP-
hone 6 “ maybe, “iPhone 6 price”, etc. This is a pretty basic 
example, but you get the idea.
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Note: there are a few other types of keywords you might 
be interested in, like research keywords, consideration key-
words, loyalty keywords (brand-based), depending on the 
type of content you want to promote.

Long-tail keywords - these keywords are searched a lot less 
than broad keywords, but will get you much more targeted traf-
fic. Imagine you sell bass guitars. Ranking high for the keyword 
“bass guitar” would be awesome, but very difficult. Instead, 
you should search for long-tail keywords like popular bass gui-
tar models: “Yamaha RBX270 bass guitar” for example, which 
would be searched a lot less, but would be easier to rank for, 
and a lot more targeted.

This works with locations too. Let’s imagine your client is a law 
firm in New Orleans, LA... The keyword “law firm” is a broad 
keyword and would be too hard to rank for. You should target 
more specific, long-tail keywords like “law firm New Orleans”, 
“best law firm in New Orleans”, etc. 

Broad keywords, on the other hand, are more generic, highly 
searched and often highly competitive keywords. For example, 
the keyword “bass guitar” is a broad keyword. Ranking high for 
this term would be great... You would get tons of traffic every 
day, but it would be quite difficult to rank for this keyword, and 
a lot of the traffic wouldn’t be targeted: some people might be 
searching for bass guitar lessons, some others for bass guitar 
artists, etc.

Middle-tail keywords - they are between broad keywords 
and long-tail keywords, and are generally made of 2 to 3 words. 
They are a good compromise, because they have decent search 
volumes, and are often not very competitive. Some of them are, 
but there are always some that would be quite easy to rank for. 
It’s just a matter of finding them... For example, “Yamaha bass 
guitar” could be considered as a middle-tail keyword.
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Broad, middle-tail & long-tail keywords
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Ultimate Research Explained

Ultimate Research will help you find hundreds of keyword ideas 
in just a few seconds, with their respective monthly search vol-
ume, CPC, traffic value, competition level, number of results in 
Google and trend graphs.

Instructions
1. Enter a keyword
2. Select an existing project, or create a new one
3. Select a database: a country, and then a language
4. Choose between a Broad Search and an Exact Match Search
5. Click ‘Search for Keywords’

A Board Search will search for related  keywords, but they 
won’t necessarily have the exact keyword. For example, if you 
search for “iPhone 6”, “iPhone 7” might be in the results, even 
if it doesn’t have the keyword “iPhone 6”...
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An Exact Match Search will search for related keywords, and 
they will all have the exact keyword. If you search for “iPhone 
6”, “iPhone 7” will not be in the results, but “iPhone 6 review” 
will, because it has the keyword “iPhone 6”.

Glossary

Avg. Monthly Searches = Average monthly searches. The 
average number of times people have searched for this exact 
keyword in Google. An arrow up means this number has in-
creased and an arrow down means it has decreased (over the 
past year).

CPC = Cost Per Click. The average amount (in USD) you would 
be charged for a click in Google AdWords.

Traffic Value = Value of the monthly search traffic. This num-
ber is calculated using the following formula: Traffic Value = 
Avg. Monthly Searches / 2 * CPC

PPC COMP = Pay-Per-Click Competition - Competition of ad-
vertisers for this keyword. The higher the number, the greater 
the competition.

Source: wiki.serped.com
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The Pay-Per-Click Competition is the competition for paid re-
sults (Google AdWords), not organic results, but is still a good 
indicator of how competitive the keyword is. A keyword that 
is very competitive in paid results is likely to be competitive in 
organic results too.

If your budget is limited, you should select keywords that are 
not that competitive... It is obviously very difficult (and expen-
sive) to rank for highly competitive keywords, hence the im-
portance of finding and targeting less competitive yet targeted 
keywords.

You will also be able to see trends: the average monthly search-
es over time...

You can even select keywords and mark as them important, 
and export them to a CSV or text file, with the push of a but-
ton...
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If you would like to run more searches, and do A LOT more, 
check out our data provider site... SERPed.net provides you 
with everything you need to do SEO and run an SEO business, 
affordably. Click here for more information...
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Long Tail Keywords Explained

Long Tail Keywords will help you find thousands of hidden, un-
tapped keywords in just a few clicks. You can choose between 
5 databases: Google, Bing, YouTube, Amazon and eBay, and 
will get all the key metrics.

Google is known for hiding a lot of strategic keywords in Goog-
le Analytics, Google Keyword Planner, etc. Hence the need to 
search for keywords in other databases, as well as the Google 
databases (Google and YouTube).

Instructions
1. Enter a keyword
2. Select a database (Google, Bing, YouTube, Amazon or eBay)
3. Choose a country (if you selected Google, Bing or YouTube)
4. Click ‘Get Keyword Ideas’

Whether you do keyword research for your website, YouTube 
video or Amazon or eBay product, don’t hesitate to select all 
databases, to have a global view. If you sell or promote physi-
cal (or digital) products, make sure you select the Amazon and 
eBay databases, which are great sources of hidden keywords.

http://serpd.me/wordze-guide
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Glossary

Avg. Monthly Searches = Average monthly searches. The 
average number of times people have searched for this exact 
keyword in Google. An arrow up means this number has in-
creased and an arrow down means it has decreased (over the 
past year).

CPC = Cost Per Click. The average amount (in USD) you would 
be charged for a click in Google AdWords.

Traffic Value = Value of the monthly search traffic. This number 
is calculated using the following formula: Traffic Value = Avg. 
Monthly Searches / 2 * CPC 

PPC COMP = Pay-Per-Click Competition - Competition of ad-
vertisers for this keyword. The higher the number, the greater 
the competition.

Source: wiki.serped.com

Just like with Ultimate Research, you will be able to see trends: 
the average monthly searches over time...
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You can also select keyword and mark them as important, and 
export them to a CSV or text file with the click of a mouse...

If you would like to run more searches, and do A LOT more, 
check out our data provider site... SERPed.net provides you 
with everything you need to do SEO and run an SEO business, 
inexpensively. Click here for more information...
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The Next Step

Once you have done proper keyword research, you may start 
optimizing your website (on-page SEO) and building backlinks 
(using some of your keywords an anchor text). If you want to 
manage and monitor your backlinks, we highly recommend 
that you get SERPed.net, a suite of SEO tools that comes with 
a ‘Backlinks Manager’, as well as a ‘Site Manager’ and much 
more...

SERPed.net comes with:

- Keyword research tools, including Ultimate Re-
search (up to300 searches per month) and Long Tail 
Keywords (up to 200 searches per month);

- Competition analysis tools, to see how strong (or 
weak) your competitors are, and what keywords they 
rank and advertise for;

- Domain research tools, to find expiring and expired 
domains for your websites, Private Blog Networks 
(PBNs) and analyze them in depth;

- Site management tools, to manage and monitor your 
websites, as well as your backlinks, track and analyze 
your traffic, generate PDF reports;

http://serpd.me/wordze-guide
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- Rank tracking tools, to track your rankings in Goog-
le, Bing, Yahoo!, both globally and locally, as well as in 
YouTube and Amazon;

- Client acquisition tools, to help you get new SEO 
leads and clients, and help them rank higher, both 
globally and locally;

- Social tools, to help you get Facebook likes, Twitter 
retweets, LinkedIn recommendations and much, much 
more;

- Other tools, like link indexing tools, spintax and gram-
mar checkers, content curation tools, content restor-
ing tools...

SERPed.net comes with EVERYTHING you need to do SEO 
and run an SEO business. Getting all these tools separately 
would cost you hundreds of dollars every month, if not more. 
Well, if you get SERPed.net, you won’t have to empty your 
pockets... It is the most powerful, most flexible, most afford-
able suite of SEO tools available on the market...

New tools and features are added SERPed.net (it’s an ever-
growing suite) and it is also a vibrant community of like-minded 
webmasters and SEO business owners. SERPed.net comes 
with a 30-day money back guarantee so it’s absolutely risk-free 
for you.

Click Here to Get SERPed.net
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Important: SERPed.net is closed most of the time, to ensure 
the best performance and service possible for current mem-
bers, but as a Wordze member, you can get access now and 
take your SEO business to the next level.

Click Here to Get SERPed.net

The Ultimate Swiss Army Knife For SEO Professionals
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